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Introduction 
In what follows let K be a universal Horn class categorical in (some suitably 
large, infinite) power. The author showed (in Givant [78], hereafter referred to as 
[G]) that either K or a principal extension of K (obtained by adding a new 
constant c to the language of K and a single equational axiom concerning c) must 
be definitionally equivalent to one of a class of standard examples of universal 
Horn classes categorical in power. ' In the present paper2 we describe some new 
examples of such classes (Section 1) and prove that K itself must be definitionally 
equivalent to one (and essentially just one) of the enlarged class of examples 
(Section 4). In particular, the passage to a principal extension of K is avoided. For 
instance, every variety (i. e. equationally defined class of algebras) categorical in 
power is polynomially definitionally equivalent to one of the following: (1) the 
variety of affine spaces-over the ring of nxn matrices with entries from a 
particular skew field-with a certain distinguished projection; (2) the variety of 
nth powers of "sets" (roughly, the nth. powers of sets together with certain 
additional operations that allow us to characterize this construction equationally); 
(3) the variety of nth powers of "pointed sets". 
These results were announced (in a different form) in Givant [75]. Soon 
afterwards there appeared in Palyutin [75] another representation theorem for 
universal Horn classes categorical in power. The connections between Palyutin's 
representation and the one given here are discussed in Section 5. 
0. Preliminaries 
In general we shall follow the notation of [G]. The letters k, 1, m, n denote finite 
cardinals, to the first infinite cardinal, and k an arbitrary cardinal. Throughout this 
paper we shall assume that m, n =1. The cardinality of a set A is denoted by JAI. 
Capital German letters 2X, T, (Y.... denote algebraic structures (possibly with 
I See the historical remarks at the end of Section 5. 2 The author is indebted to Professor Ralph McKenzie for reading a draft of this paper and 
suggesting several alterations which were subsequently adopted. 
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relations) and Roman letters A, B, C... the corresponding universes. 
Structures 
with operations only (no relations) are called algebras. Given a structure 
91 and a 
family (O,: ie I) of operations on A, we let (2l, O; ), E1 denote the structure 
obtained from 21 by adjoining the O as new fundamental operations. A structure 
is trivial if its universe contains only one element. For notational convenience we 
shall construe "A as the set of n-tuples (x1,. .., x) where each x, EA 
(note that 
the indexing is from 1 to n). The corresponding nth (Cartesian) power of 91 is 
written '2l. 
We use the letter K to denote a non-degenerate class of algebraic structures of 
the same similarity type pK; here "non-degenerate" means there are non-trivial 
structures in K. By a variety, respectively quasivariety, we understand a class of 
algebras which is defined by a set of equations, respectively universal Horn 
sentences. ' Given a class K of structures, we define three new classes, K,,, K°, 
and K": K. is obtained by excluding from K all finite structures; K° is obtained 
by excluding from K just those trivial structures which are not substructures of 
some non-trivial member of K; K" is obtained by adjoining to K all trivial 
structures of type pK. Thus, K, K°, and K' differ only in their trivial structures. 
When K is a quasivariety, then so are K° and K', as is readily seen. 
When K is a variety, then of course K= K". K is categorical in power provided it 
is categorical in some infinite power K- JpKI, i. e. K has a member of power K and 
any two members of power xc are isomorphic. 
We associate with each similarity type pa first-order language; its variables, in 
order, are v,, v2, v3, .... 
Z(p) denotes the set of terms of this language, and Z(K) 
is an abbreviation for Z(pK). We use r, v, ,y to denote terms. The notation 
, r(v,, ... , v, 
) conveys the fact that the variables occurring in -r are among 
v,, ... , vk 
(but not all of these need occur); r(o,, ... , ak) 
is the term obtained by 
simultaneously substituting each term v, for v, (1 <i -_ k) in ýr. We write T(YE) to 
denote the k-ary polynomial induced by the term s(v,, ... , 00 
in a p-structure W. 
The above notations generalize in the obvious way to formulas. The phrase r is a 
term of K means 'r E Z(K), and the phrase K has constants means that for some 
term ýr(v, ) the equation z(v, ) = r(v2) holds in K. A set Ts i(p) is closed under 
substitution provided it contains all variables, and whenever ýr(v,, ... , vk), 
U19 ... , ok E 
T, then we also have r(a,, ... , aj E 
T. Every set TS Z(p) is in- 
cluded in a smallest set T* of terms which is closed under substitution. 
We now come to a group of less familiar notions which will play an important 
conceptual role in the rest of this paper. Actually, the first of these notions seems 
to be new. A term r(v,, ... , vk) is idempotent over a term ct in 
21, or a-idempotent 
in 91 for short, provided the equation r(o, ... , v) =v holds in 
21. This is 
equivalent to saying that T (a, ... , a) =a for each a in the range of a. When 
' In Mal'cev [73] the term "variety" means a class of structures (possibly with relations) defined by a 
set of atomic formulas. A "quasi-variety" there is a class of structures defined by a set of "quasi- 
identities", i. e. universal Horn sentences which have an atomic formula as one of the disjuncts. 
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a is vl we obtain the usual general algebraic notion of idempotence (see, e. g., 
Urbanik [65]). r is a-idempotent in K provided it is cr-idempotent in each s? I e K. 
Given a set T9 Z(p) and a p-structure s? I we take the polynomial reduct of s? I to 
T, written 91T, to be the structure {A, T(2`))TET; for Ka class of p-structures we 
naturally set KT = {21T: %e K}. Of course %T is a reduct of Wx(, ) in the usual sense 
of the word. The v-idempotent reduct of W (respectively of K) is just %T 
(respectively KT) where T is the set of v-idempotent terms. When Q is vl we 
obtain the usual notion of an idempotent reduct. 
We write K=, R, cL to express the 
fact that =,,,, is a polynomial (definitional) 
equivalence between two classes, K and L, of algebras. Roughly speaking, for 
each (k-ary) operation symbol 0 in the language of K, 0' is a term of Z(L) 
which defines Ovl """ uk in L, and for each (1-ary) operation symbol Q in the 
language of L, Qý is a term of Z(K) which defines Qv, """v, in K (see, e. g., [G], 
Section 1.3). The notation K=L means there is a polynomial equivalence 
between K and L. Suppose K=,, r L and r(vl, ... , vk) E 
Z(K), a(vl, ... , vi) e 
Z (L). We shall say that r and (r correspond under =,,,, if TM) = v0n) whenever 
91¬ K, TEL, and 91= rý. This is obviously equivalent to saying, for example, 
that the equation r' =Q holds in L, where r' is the translation of r induced by ir. 
Two sets of terms, Tc Z(K) and Sc , s`i(L), are equivalent under =,, r provided 
that, under each rET corresponds to at least one vE S*, and for each Ur' ES 
there is at least one r' E T* corresponding to v'. The following theorem is easily 
verified. 
Theorem 0.1. Suppose K =,,, CL, TS Z(K) and S Z- 
Z(L). If T and S are equivalent 
under = r, then KT = ý, r. Ls, where = ý, ý. 
is obtained from =, R, t in the obvious way. 
Of some importance is the special case when K=L and 0'= Or = 0v1,. .., vk 
for each operation symbol 0 in the language of K (where k is the rank of 0), so 
that SZt =,,,, % for each SZi e K. In this case we replace the reference to = ., 
in the 
notions of correspondence and equivalence by one to K. Thus r and r correspond 
in K if r=a holds in K; T, Sg Z(K) are equivalent in K if for each rcT there is 
aoE S* and for each cr' ES there is a r' c= T* such that -r =o and T' = v' hold in K. 
For this special case Theorem 0.1 says that if T, Sg Z(K) are equivalent in K, 
then KT = KS. 
Two algebras 21= (A, 0; );. I and T= (B, Q1), are variants of one another if 
they are the same except for their index sets, i. e. if there is a bijection f of I onto 
J such that 
(A, Oi)IEI = (B, Qf(l))lE,, 
This notion extends in the obvious way to structures and classes of structures. 
Two classes of algebras which are variants of one another are trivially polyno- 
mially equivalent. 
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1. Affine spaces derived from modules 
Throughout this section let 91 be a ring with unit 1. We denote by 9V' the ring 
of nxn matrices with entries from R (the universe of 91). We shall usually use 
µ, v, A, p, and X to denote matrices. Since 91(n' is also a ring with unit 1 (the 
identity matrix), we may construct, for each m, the ring Obviously this 
ring is isomorphic to 9 "' in a canonical way. In practice we shall identify the 
two. 
We conceive of an 91-module as an algebra 
Oý c91) (91 ZL = A, +' ,0ueR 
where +ný is the usual binary operation of module addition and, for each aER, 
a" is a unary operation, called scalar multiplication by a, which assigns to each 
xEA the (left-hand) product affl"x (or ax, as it is usually written). The class of all 
91-modules, denoted by Mod (91), is a variety. Indeed an equational axiom set can 
be obtained from the usual 91-module axioms (e. g., in Birkhoff-MacLane [67], pp. 
71,190) by replacing the additive identity and inverse laws with: v, + Ov, = v,, 
Ov, = Out. 
For each n and each 91-module 2C we construct an 91 "'-module W'") in the usual 
way: the universe is the set "A of n-dimensional column vectors with entries from 
A (for typographical convenience we write column vectors as rows: x= 
(x,, 
... , x")); addition of vectors 
is pointwise and scalar multiplication by µE R' 
is the usual operation of matrix multiplication of column vectors by µ. It is not 
difficult to show that each 91("'-module is isomorphic to an 9l'"'-module of the 
form W(n 
, where 
% is an SR-module. 
Following Ostermann-Schmidt [66] we now define a class of affine spaces over 
N. Fix an %-module 2C and let 4-re" be the ternary and ä" the binary operations 
determined by the formulas: 
4- "(x, y, z) = (x +' y) - "" z for x, y, zEA; 
ä(%)(x, y)=a(%)x+(z)(1-a)')y for x, yEA and aER. 
The affine space (over 9{) derived from 2t is defined to be the algebra 
W"=(A+.; cap+ it "')c, ER+ 
AfT (fit) denotes the class of all affine space over %. . 
Ostermann-Schmidt [64], [661 
showed that Aff (91) is a variety and that, in case IR is actually a field, this notion 
of affine space is equivalent to the usual one (given, for example, in Birkhoff- 
MacLane [67], p. 420; see also p. 425). 
Let pE R'"' be an idempotent matrix, i. e. pp = p. For each 91'"'-module Ib the 
operation pm' may be viewed as a projection of the whole space B onto the 
subset defined by the equation pv, = vi. The affine space (over 9t("') derived from 
0 with a distinguished projection p is defined to be the algebra 
('fn 
_( (58) (58) (5B) m(aH)' ON))). 
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We shall see that the class Aff (91("), p) of all such spaces is a variety. As a special 
case of this construction, let 0 -_ k -- n and take as p the matrix Sk for which the 
only non-zero entries are the (i, i)th entries, with 1 -_ i-k, these entries being 1. 
(When k=0,5k is just the zero matrix. ) In this case we write 8kB'" for äk') and 
Aff (91("), k) for Aff (N(n), Sk). Notice that when =2I , the subset projected by 
5(k') consists of all vectors of the form (xl, ... , Xk, 
0, 
... 10). 
Again let s? I be a fixed 9t-module. Define Mod (91,2I) to be the class of algebras 
= 
(C, +1", a(), a(«))aER, 
OEA 
such that (C, +(Q), a((E))a¬R is an fit-module, the a(") are constants in C, and the 
mapping aH a(`r) is an (isomorphic) embedding of 2t into (C, +("), a("')a¬R. 
Mod (91, % is a quasivariety with an axiom set consisting of the axioms for 
Mod (Yt), together with the equations and inequalities which insure that the 
mappings a '- a((') are embeddings. Aff (91, W) is defined as the class of algebras 
c8a) = C, (¢>, äOX), 'VE) )aeR(aE^n 
where (9 E Mod (91, T) and ä«" is the unary operation defined by the formula: 
ä«)x=x+«)a«) for xEC. 
Finally, let Aff (91("), V), p) be the class of algebras 
(aH) 
_( (ý T(¢) 
(ß) (ý) 
/ý(¢) 
ýp 
r 
(C, 
T !«fafp 
)QER(°), 
0. E°A 
where CI E Mod (91("), W"). It is unnecessary to consider arbitrary 81(')-modules 58 
instead of V) in this construction because when T =s? X("), then Mod (RJR("), 8) is 
simply a variant of Mod (1("), %W) (see the preliminaries). When p is Sk we again 
write (F(°") and Aff (SJi("), W, k). 
Theorem 1.1. Let W be an 91-module and p an idempotent matrix in R(") 
(i) Aff (9i("), ! ("), p) is a quasivariety. 
(ii) Al! (9("), %W, p) is a variety if JAS =1, in which case it is a polynomial defini- 
tional extension of Al! (0"), p). 
(iii) Let T be the set of terms al v1 +--- +amUm +a of Mod (fit("), 2I(")) such that 
(I"_la; )p= p and m>1. Then 
Mod 04)s 
Z(n))T - "' 
Aff (91(n)s W"), Pý" 
(iv) Mod (91(n), 
"c4 
(n)) 
= Aff (91(n)' OY(n)' 0). 
(v) Aff (91(n), %(n)) ._ Aff (91(n), %(ln), n). 
Proof. To see (i) set 
K= {(ýP 0«'1): s, 3 E Mod (W"', W (n)) ' and 0ý' is its zero vector}. 
K: -- Mod M("', Wrg)). (1.1) 
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Indeed a polynomial definition of K in Mod (W"', W(n) is inherent in the defini- 
tion of the algebras in K. On the other hand, in K we take 4-(v,, v2,0), ý(o,, 0), 
and ä (0) as definitions of v, + 02, Av, for AE F", and a for aE "A, respectively. 
If ZE Mod (Wi("), 2V") and beB, then the mapping x ºý x +(") p()(b) defines an 
isomorphism of (ZPa'n, 0"8)) onto M("ff), p(")(b)) (here the idempotence of p is 
used). Thus 
if ZE Aff(911"', W' , p) and 
bEB, then M, p"(b)) E K. (1.2) 
Now let f'o be the axiom set for Mod (91(", W") mentioned above and suppose ri 
is the axiom set for K induced by r. and the polynomial equivalence of (1.1). Pick a 
variable v" not occurring in F, and let 1'2 be the set obtained from r, by replacing 
each occurrence of 0 with pv". Using (1.2) it is a simple matter to verify that r2 is an 
axiom set for Afi (fit", 2I', p). 
To obtain (ii) observe that V0 (and hence 1'2) is a set of equations if IAA = 1. On 
the other hand, if JAI > 1, then any member of All (9tß"', 2V'°, p) has a homomor- 
phic image (obtained by identifying all constants) which is not in the class. 
To prove (iii), assume that E', -, a, 
)p =p and ae "A. Now in Mod (SJt<"', 9X("') 
the equation 
alvl+... +amVm+a=a1v1+... +amvm+0v1+a 
is trivially valid, and, since 0=(1-ý ., a, )p, the term on the right-hand side of 
this equation clearly corresponds to a term obtained by repeated substitution from 
the terms i+(v,, v2, v3), ä, (v,, V2)9- ' 1, äm(v,, v2), p(v, 
), and ä(v, ). Thus we 
obtain (iii) from Theorem 0.1. Finally, (iv) follows from (1.1) and the proof of (v) is 
trivial. 
Taking an 21 with JAI= 1 in Theorem 1.1, we obtain the corresponding results 
for varieties: 
Theorem 1.2. Let p be an idempotent matrix in R(". 
(i) Ai (Rte', p) is a variety. 
(ii) For T the set of pv, -idempotent terms of Mod (SJR("') we have 
Mod (fit(")T - Aft (91("', p); 
i. e. Aff (81i"', p) is polynornially equivalent to the class of all pv, -idempotent reducts 
of 914n)-modules. 
(iii) Mod (91")) = Aff (91"), 0). 
(iv) Aff (1t )- Aff (9i("', n). 
In the sequel we shall not bother, for the most part, to state separately such 
results for varieties, but shall simply refer to the corresponding results for 
quasivarieties. 
From Theorem 1.1 (iv), (v) we see that Mod (9t("), 9J )) and Aff (fit("), W( n)) are 
essentially special cases of the Aff (91 , 
91('), k) construction. In Theorem 1.3 below 
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this result is somewhat extended. Consider first a term o of the form µv, +c where 
µE R(" is invertible and cE 'A. Let v-' denote the term FL-'c. For each 
(9 E Mod (911"', %(") set 
Q1 = c"1 4) 17 
c' 1 
where +Q) is the binary operation, a((ý) the unary operation, and a(') the constant 
determined by the formulas: 
+og0(x, y) = (x +(4) y) -() c(") for x, yeC; 
ao'(x) = Q(ao, -1)«ß(x) for xEC and aE R("'; 
aQg) = v«)(a) for aEA. 
It is easy to check that the correspondence xH cr«)(x) defines an isomorphism of 
(E onto so that W°) is in Mod (fit("), %(")). This also holds if we take Q-' 
instead of a. Since = CZ we obtain 
( ýk Mod (91("), %(")) = {q(°): CT E Mod (91(n), 
%())1. 
Theorem 1.3. Leta be a skew field, 'C an a-module, and p an idempotent matrix 
in P"I of rank k. Then 
k). All (a(n)r 
"` 
(n)s 
p) = All 
(R("), 
Gi 
OY(n), k). 
Proof. Since a is a skew field, there is an invertible matrix µ such that µpµ-' = 
6k" We define =,,, r by setting 
4-(v1, v2, v3), +r = +(v1, v2, U3), 
ä" = µaFL 1(v1, U2), är = !L «µ(v1, v2), 
ä" =µµ (U1), 
PIr = sk (Ul)+ sk = P(v1). 
Taking o to be µv, +0, it is straightforward to show that 
(%(°)('ff) = (-T(Zff) 
v +º. [ k 
for each (Y in Mod (fit(", %(")). Since from (*) it follows that 
Afi P) = j(Lr(o))(a : (. E Mod 
this completes the proof. 
For later use we prove: 
Theorem 1.4. Let W be an 2R-module. For each cEA there is a polynomial 
equivalence such that 
(i) Mod (91, -, R, C Mod 
(91, VI), 
(ii) 0 corresponds to c under =, ý r. 
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Proof. Set 
+' _ +(v1, v2, C), +; _ 
+(vl, v2, -C), 
a" = ä(v,, c), a, = ä(v,, -c), 
a" = ä(c), ac = ä(-c). 
Taking v to be v, +c, we have (YI°'=n, c(Y for each CS in Mod (91, %). Hence the 
theorem follows from (*). 
2. The nth-power construction 
We now recall a method of constructing new varieties and quasivarieties from 
old ones which preserves categoricity in power. Given an n and a non-empty set 
A we define on "A an n-ary operation do and n unary operations p, 1. i. n, 
by stipulating 
un 
«X1,1r 
... e 
XI, 
n)e... 9 
(Xn, 
19 ... 9 
Xn, 
n» = 
X1,1, 
Pi 
n«xi, ... r 
Xn)) = (Xir ... , 
xi). 
For each structure 2T and class K of structures set 
un -(n ' 
dn %p 
n)lci. n, 
Kn = {Z: 0 -2Cn for some 2C E K}. 
The class K is closely related to the class of nth powers of members of K. The 
diagonal operation dR and the projections p allow one to express this nth power 
construction by means of equations. When no confusion can arise we will suppress 
"n" in the notations for the operation symbols, d and p,,,,, of the language 
associated with Kn, writing d and p, instead. Assume that K is closed under 
isomorphisms. Then, as is known, K is a variety or quasivariety just in case K is. 
Moreover K is categorical in some infinite power just in case K is categorical in 
the same infinite power. A simple proof of these facts as well as relevant historical 
remarks can be found, e. g., in Section 2.2 of [G]. 
Lawvere observed that 
Mod (fit)" = Mod (91ß"). 
(See Neumann [70], p. 8. ) We generalize this somewhat in the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Leta be a skew field, 21 an a-module, and 0 -- k -- in. Then 
ill ý (m) 9j(m)t k)n = Aff ( 
(m n) %('m") k\. CA +J 
Proof. By extending the definitions implicit in Lawvere's observation one easily 
obtains a polynomial equivalence =,,. C such that 
Mod (R(m), (m))n =R, C Mod (a(m"n)' ( (m"n))" (2.1) 
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Now pl(bkvl) clearly corresponds, under to a term pul where p is an 
idempotent matrix of Let T be the set of all terms of Mod ( gym), s? Xým)) of 
the form r(vl, ..., vi)+daI """ a where 'r 
is pl(Skvl)-idempotent and ac "('A); 
similarly let S be the set of all terms of Mod 9I(m'")) of the form 
alvl+" " "+a, vi+b where a,,..., a,. P"), bEA('-"), and (E; _, a; 
)p= p. One 
readily shows that T and S are equivalent under Hence, by Theorem 0.1 and 
(2.1), 
[Mod ýZJ(m)ý )T(m)ýnýT = Mod (a(m"n), j(m n))S. (2.2) 
Now it is not difficult to see that 
Aff (a(m), u(m), 
k)n 
=-- [Mod ( gym), 
( (m))n1T. (2.3) 
Combining (2.2), (2.3) and Theorem 1.1 (iii) we obtain 
All ý (m) 
Zl(m)e 
k)n = Aff 
(a(m"n)> 
"C"L(m*n)> I p). 
(2.4) 
The theorem follows at once from (2.4) and Theorem 1.3. 
Theorem 2.2. Leta be a skew field, s? t an R-module, and 0--k----n. Then 
Aff (R("', W"), k) is categorical in every infinite power > IFI + At. 
Proof. From the well-known categoricity of Mod (a, %) in all infinite powers 
> IFI + IA I we deduce the same result, first for Mod (g, 2C), and then, by the 
generalized form of Lawvere's observation (2.1), for Mod (R("), s2I ")). Since 
Aff k) is a polynomial reduct of the latter class, we obtain the theorem. 
3. Algebras derived from groups 
Throughout this section let Chi = (G, ", -1,1) be a fixed group. By a CS-algebra 
we understand an algebra 
W =(A, g(')geG 
where each g«`) is a unary operation and the correspondence (g, x) y g`)x from 
GxA to A defines an action of the group ßi on A (in the sense of, e. g., 
Birkhoff-MacLane [671). In particular, the set {g(w): gE G} forms a group of 
permutations of A under the usual operation of functional composition. We shall 
occasionally allow the universe A and the operations gm) to be empty. The 
resulting % is said to be empty and is denoted by C. C is not a ßi-algebra, but it 
proves convenient to consider it together with the ßi-algebras. 
We can turn 63 itself into a ßi-algebra 
(b* = (G, g*)g. G 
by defining g*(f) =g"f for each fEG. Moreover, the disjoint union (in the 
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algebraic sense) of a non-empty family of (Kc) isomorphic copies of 05* is again a 
03-algebra. We call such a union a Oc-) multiple of W. Finally, the disjoint union 
of a (tc-) multiple of N* with another 06-algebra 91 is again a ßj-algebra and is 
called a (K-) multiple of 0* over W. We consider 21 itself to be a multiple of ßS* 
over 2, namely the 0th multiple. A (non-zero) multiple of ßi* over 0 is, of 
course, just a multiple of W. 
A fixed point of a 05-algebra 21. is an aeA such that g(%) a=a for some gA 1.52X. 
is of type 2 if g(" has at most one fixed point for each gý 1. The set F 9° of fixed 
points of 21 is readily seen to form a subuniverse of W. Let 1RII denote the 
corresponding subalgebra when Fw' #0 and 0 when Fre" = 0. 
Theorem 3.1. Every 3-algebra 2Y is a K-multiple of (* over a(') for a unique 
cardinal K. 
This fact is not difficult to prove directly, but it can also be deduced from 
known facts about the orbits of a permutation group. We omit the details. 
Denote the unique cardinal K in Theorem 3.1 by m(21). Using Theorem 3.1 it is 
simple to show that m(21) and the isomorphism type of 3(a" completely determine 
the isomorphism type of 2t: 
Theorem 3.2. Let %, 8 be ßi-algebras. Then 2C =SB if g(lA) = R08) and m(%)= 
m(18). 
Suppose s? t is either a CS-algebra or empty. Define Per (0, %) to be the class of 
algebras 
ýCi g("), Q )g¬G. 
a¬A 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) the algebra 7= (C, is a ßi-algebra and the a() are constants in C; 
(ii) P)c(a(): aEA); 
(iii) if 91 ý 0, then the mapping a º-+ a(w) defines an isomorphism of 21 into 0. 
The following simple facts about the class Per (Ci, 21) are pointed out in 2.1.3 of 
[G]: it is a quasivariety if W is of type 2 or empty, and a variety if I GI =1 and 
(A _-1; when IGI = IA t=1 it is polynomially equivalent to the variety S, of 
"pointed sets" CE = (C, c), where ceC; when I GI =1 and A=0 it is polynomially 
equivalent to the variety So of "sets" CE = (C) (more precisely, algebras without 
operations); its members are precisely the Per ((, 2C)-free algebras, and hence it is 
categorical in every infinite power > IGI+JAI. Indeed it follows rather easily from 
Theorem 3.2 and conditions (i)-(iii) that Per ((%, %) consists precisely of all the 
(non-empty) multiples of Ci* over 2 with the elements of A adjoined as 
distinguished individual constants, and all isomorphic copies of such structures. 
(This is actually but a special case of a more general phenomenon which applies to 
every universally axiomatizable class of unary algebras which is categorical in 
power; see Theorem 2.4 of Givant [79] for details. ) 
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4. The representation theorem 
Theorem 4.1.1. A quasivariety K is categorical in power if K° is polynomially 
equivalent to one of the following classes: 
(i) Aff (g("), W("), k) for some skew field J, R-module 2I, and k, n with 0-- k 
n; 
(ii) Per (ßS, O)n for some group 053, some 0 either a ui-algebra of type 2 or empty, 
and some n. 
II. A variety K is categorical in power iff it is polynomially equivalent to one of 
the following classes: 
(i) Aff (g("), k) for some skew field a and k, n with 0 -- k -- n; 
(ii) (So)n or (S1)n for some n. 
Proof. The easy direction of the theorem, that K is categorical in power in case it, 
or K°, is polynomially equivalent to one of the classes in I(i), (ii) or II(i), (ii) 
follows at once from Theorem 2.2 and the remarks in Sections 2 and 3. 
In the other direction, assume that K is a quasivariety categorical in power. If 
there is an equation strongly minimal' in K,, 6-a situation which must occur if K 
has a constant term (see 3.1.10 and 3.1.13 in [G])-then, as was shown in [G], K° 
is polynomially equivalent to one of the classes 
Mod (R' µ)n. Aff (R, W)nr Per (0, $)n' ý4.1) 
for some n, where a is some skew field, 2C an a-module, ßi a group, and either 
a (3i-algebra of type 2 or else empty. Hence, by Theorem 1.1 (iv), (v) and 
Theorem 2.1 we obtain the desired representation. Assume therefore that K has 
no strongly minimal equation and, in particular, that K has no constant terms. 
In 3.1.10 of [G] an equations in the language of K of the form o (vl) = vl is 
constructed with the following properties: 
the equation o(or) = v, i. e. e(Q), holds in K; (4.2) 
for every equation s(vl), one of c-', and c-i, holds in K. (4.3) 
For each term y(v,, ... , vm) in 
1(K) there is another term y(v1) in Z(K) of the 
form y('r, (v, )...... rm(vl)) such that j(y) =y holds in K-see 3.1.9 of [G]. 
(Notice that, by (4.2), we may take Cr to be v. ) Thus for each CE EK and XEC we 
have x in the range of y«' iff x satisfies the equation y(v1) = vl in C. From this, 
(4.2), and (4.3) we obtain 
for each term 'y and each CI in K, the range of o 
is either disjoint from, or included in, the range of yea'. (4.4) 
Now set 
K(e) = {((9, c): Cs EK and c satisfies e in (9}. 
° In the sense of Marsh; see Baldwin-Lachlan [71]. 
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Choose a new individual constant symbol c and, given a set F of axioms for K, let 
FUIE(c)} be the corresponding set of axioms for K(E). Then by (4.2) and (4.3) 
we have: 
for every term r(v...... vm) E Z(K), if the equation 
'r(c, ..., c) =c 
holds in K(s)°, then T(o, ..., Q) = Cr 
(4.5) 
holds in K. 
By 3.1.17,2.2.6, and 2.1.4 of [G], K(E)° is polynomially equivalent to one of 
the classes in (4.1). Since K(s)° has a constant term and Aff (a, W),, does not, K(e)° 
must in fact be polynomially equivalent to either Mod (R, 21) or Per (0, s),, for 
some n, a, W, ßi, and 93 as in (4.1). Thus the proof naturally splits into two cases. 
Reformulating case one with the help of (2.1) in Theorem 2.1, we suppose that 
K(E)°==, r Mod (R(n), W(n)) (4.6) 
By Theorem 1.4 we may assume that c corresponds to 0 under 
Clearly, for each term r(vl, ... , v1) of K(e) there is a unique term -r(v,, ... , VI 
of Mod (a("), W") of the form µ, v, +"""+ µ1v1 +a (i. e. in normal form) such that 
,r corresponds to r* under =. r. Thus, for example, c* = 0. Set 
A= {T*: 'r E Z(K)}. 
Since Z(K) is obviously equivalent to A under = r, it follows from Theorem 0.1 that 
K( ) 
(K) = 
Mod (R("), %("))A. 
However, K(E)j(K) is plainly polynomially equivalent to K°, so we arrive at 
K° = Mod (a(") 2T (")) n" (4.7) 
Thus the real task is to characterize A. This we do with the help of =,, t and 
several lemmas. 
For each term r(v1, ... , Vm) E Z(K), the equation T(c, ... , c) =c holds in K(E)° iff T* =µ1v1+ " +µmvm +0 for some (4.8) 
Alreia'm 
Indeed 'r(c, ..., c) =c holds in K(e)° if r*(O, ... , 
0) =0 holds in Mod 
which in turn happens if r* has the desired form. 
Since u (c) =c (i. e. e(c)) holds in K(s)°, we can apply (4.8) to find apE P") for 
which o* = pv1+0. Using this and (4.8) we obtain the following translation of 
(4.5): 
if µ, v1 ++ µ, v, +OEA, then 
(I- 
, _, 
µ; 
) 
p=p. (4.9) 
Applying (4.9) to pv1+0 (= Q*), we see that 
pp =p (i. e. p is an idempotent matrix). (4.10) 
(This also follows from (4.2). ) 
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Our goal is to prove 
A={µ1v1+" " "+µ, vm+a: 
(Z =1 
µ; 
) 
p=p}. (4.11) 
The most important step in establishing (4.11) is the extension of (4.9) to terms 
in A of the form hvl+a. 
Fix a Irv, +a (: -A. Since a(') is a regular ring, i. e. for every XE F"' there is a 
ve P") satisfying XvX =X (see, e. g., McCoy [64], p. 124), we can find avc 
such that 
(Ap - p) v(Ap - p) =p- Ap. 
From this, a simple computation yields 
ApvAp+Ap -Apvp= p +pvkp - pvp. (4.12) 
Choose a term 'r(vl, v2) E t(K) for which 
z(vl, c)* =vv1+0. (4.13) 
Since v0 =0 holds in Mod () s? C(")), the equation -r(c, c) =c must hold in K(s)°. 
Thus, by (4.8) we can find v', v" E F(") for which 
? (U,, v2)* =v'v1+V"V2+0. (4.14) 
From (4.13) and (4.14) we see that v'vl+v"O+0=vv1+0 holds in 
Mod (a("), 2t(")). Hence v= v and 
? (U1, v2)* =vv1+V"U2+0. 
Because z* EA we may apply (4.9) to obtain 
vp + v"p = p. 
Set µ= Ap+ v"p and compute: 
, ßpµ = )tp(vAp+ v"P) 
= Ap(vap+ p- vp) 
= ApvAp + App - Apvp 
=p+pvAp-pvp 
= p(p+vAp-vp) 
=p(p+vAp+v"p-p) 
= PI-i 
This establishes 
by definition of µ, 
by (4.15), 
by distributivity, 
by (4.10) and (4.12), 
by (4.10) and distributivity, 
by (4.15), 
by definition of µ. 
(4.15) 
Ap=p. (4.16) 
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Now fix an arbitrary (I in Mod (a("), 2C(")). Under =,, ý, (4.4) translates as follows: 
for every term Xv, +b in it, the range of per' is 
either disjoint from, or included in, the range of (Xv, + b)((). (4.17) 
Suppose y(v, ) is a term of K for which -y* = Xv, +a. Then one can compute that 
v(, r(-y(u), v))* is just pµv, +pva. Hence this latter term is in A. Clearly the range 
of (pµv, + pva)«' is included in the range of p«'. The reverse inclusion follows 
from (4.17), so we obtain: 
p«ej and (pµv, + pva)«) have the same range. (4.18) 
Now consider C as the universe of a (left) a-module. We can endow C with a 
right a-module structure which has the additional property that (ax)p = a(xß) for 
a, ßEF and XEC. (To do this, use the fact that a left a-module is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of the 1-dimensional left g-module derived from a itself; each 
summand can clearly be endowed with a right module structure over a which 
satisfies the desired additional property. ) This enables us to treat p« and pp as 
linear transformations of C, viewed as a right a-module. The range of pp is 
certainly included in that of p«¢'. Therefore it is also included in the range of the 
affine transformation (pµv, + pva)(`r), by (4.18). A well-known vector space basis 
argument now shows that pµ«' and (pµv, + pva)«' must have the same range. 
Combining this with (4.18), we see that 
P(%) and pj. have the same range. (4.19) 
By (4.16), All is the identity map on the range of pµ(g'. From (4.19) it follows 
that All is also the identity map on pig). However, 11 was arbitrary, so Ap = p. We 
have established the desired extension of (4.9): 
if av, +aEA, then Ap = p. (4.20) 
To generalize this to arbitrary terms µl v, +"""+ µmv,  +a 
in A, simply substitute 
v, for each v;, 1 -- i -- m, and set A= i'l 1 ft,. This gives us 
AcýNtUt }... +N, mvm+a: 
(Z - 
I_ t µß)P =P}, 
(4.21) 
To establish the reverse inclusion assume g, ) p=p and aE "A. Choose a 
term r(v,,... , v vrn+1) 
in 1(K) for which 
Vm, C)* _ tA. jUi+... 
+N'rnVm+a. (4.22) 
Let Then, by (4.22), the 
equation 
X1U1+... +ÄmVm+Äm+1O+b= itiU1+... +ILmVm'ý(r 
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must hold in Mod (because c* = 0). Therefore A. = µ; for 1_i -- m and 
b=a, i. e. 
, r* = µ1U1+... +1-L. v. +Äm+lvm+l+ a. (4.23) 
Since z* EA by definition of A, (4.23) and (4.21) lead to the conclusion 
Ný)+Am+1]P = P" But we have assumed that µ, )p = p, so obviously 
ým+ýP = O. Combining this with (4.23) we get 
T(üi, ... , 
Um, Q(v, ))* = I. L, v, + ... + pLv. + Q. 
But -r(vj,... , v a(vj)) e 
Z(K), so µ1v1 +-""+ µ, v, +a is in A as was to be 
shown. This proves the formula (4.11). 
In view of (4.11) and Theorem 1.1 (iii), Mod (a("), W("))A is polynomially 
equivalent to AfT (a("), W, p). Letting k be the rank of p, we see from Theorem 
1.3 that this latter class is, in turn, polynomially equivalent to Aff (a(2), 2C("), k). 
Combining these facts with (4.7), we obtain 
K° = Aff (Ü("), '("), k), 
which proves I under the assumption (4.6). 
For the other case of I, suppose 
K(E)° =, ý, r 
Per (ßi, lb),,. (4.24) 
We shall show that this is incompatible with the assumption that K. has no 
strongly minimal equation. Let z(v1,02) E Z(K) be such that 
Tr(vl, c) corresponds to p, vl under =,, r. (4.25) 
It is easily shown that r(vl, v2) corresponds under =,, r to a term of Per of 
the form 
d(P(8ýwý), ... , P;. (8nw,, )), (4.26) 
where 1< j ... , j < n, each &E G, and each w, is either v1, v2, orb for some 
bEB. (Indeed every term y(v1, v2) of Per (ßi, 0) can be put into this form. ) 
Let c correspond to c' under = ,,, 
and for each i, 1 <_ i<n, let w; = c' if w; = v2, 
and w; = w, if w; 0 v2. Then from (4.25) and the correspondence of -r to (4.26) 
it follows that the equation 
d(p11(g1w ), -.., P,. (Bwn))=Pv, 
holds in Per (ßa, 18). Applying p, to both sides of this equation we see that 
P; (B1Wý) = p1v1 
holds in Per (Ci, B) (use the laws p; d(v,,... , v) = p, v; and pp v, = p1vl). Since 
p, v, is not a constant term, this forces w; = v,, and therefore w; = vl. Now i was 
an arbitrary integer between 1 and n, so v2 cannot occur in (4.26). This means 
Tr(vl, v2) is independent of v2 in K, i. e. T(v,, v2) = ýr(vl, v3) holds in K. But then 
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«r(v1, v, ) = «r(v,, c) holds in K(e)°, so that r(vl, v1) also corresponds to p, ul under 
Because plv, = v, is strongly minimal in (Per (CAS, ý)"),,, r(vl, v, ) = vi must 
be strongly minimal in K(e)m, and hence also in K. But this contradicts our 
assumption on K. The proof of I is now complete. 
To establish the non-trivial direction of II, assume that K is a variety categori- 
cal in power. As before, K° or K(s)° is polynomially equivalent to one of the 
classes in (4.1); moreover in this case we have I"Al =1 and IGI = 1, IBI-- 1, by the 
remarks after 3.1.17 in [G]. Thus we can use I as well as Theorem 1.1 (ii) and the 
remarks in Section 3 to conclude that K° is polynomially equivalent to one of the 
classes Aff (IR("', k), (So),,, (S, ),,. As remarked in [G] after 3.1.17, it follows at 
once that K° = K, so we have proved II. 
As was pointed out, the key step in the above proof is the demonstration of 
(4.20). When K is a variety this becomes almost trivial. For assume that 
K(e) =, R, { 
Mod (a`). Since every term of the latter class is 0-idempotent and 
since c must correspond to 0 under =,, t (0 is essentially the only constant), every 
term of K (and even of K(e)) must be c-idempotent in K(e). Hence, by (4.5), 
'r(a) =a holds in K for every T(vl) E Z(K). This is essentially just (4.20). Notice 
that we do not need Theorem 1.4. 
In 3.1.19 of [G] it is shown that a universal Horn class (in a similarity type 
admitting relations) which is categorical in power must in fact be a definitional 
extension, in a very simple way, of a quasivariety categorical in power. Thus 
Theorem 4.1 actually gives a representation of all universal Horn classes categorical 
in power. 
A quasivariety K is free if every algebra in K is K-free; K is free in power K if it 
has a member of power K and all members of power ic are K-free. 
Proposition 4.2. A. A quasivariety is free if it is polynomially equivalent to one of 
classes in Theorem 4.1.1. (i), (ii) with n=1. In particular, a variety is free if it is 
polynomially equivalent to one of 
Mod (taS), Aff (t`7S), So, st 
for some skew field . 
B. If a quasivariety K is free, but not categorical, in some regular, infinite power 
K, then K° is free. 
In f act, A is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 and some simple f acts about 
the free algebras in the classes of Theorem 4.1. To prove B assume that K is free, 
but not categorical, in power a, where K is a regular, infinite cardinal. It is not 
difficult to show that K is polynomially equivalent to a quasivariety with similarity 
type pK of power ý--K (see 3.2.10 (1) and 1.4.1 of [G] for a proof). Thus we may 
assume that IpKI=r K. It follows that K is K-unique in the sense that, up to isomor- 
phisms, there is exactly one algebra in K which is generated by a set of power K and 
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by no set of smaller cardinality. Hence, by 3.1.11 of [G], K is categorical in all 
powers> IpKl+ a, so Theorem 4.1 applies to K. Using the fact that K is free, but 
not categorical, in power K, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that K° is polynomially 
equivalent to one of the classes in I (i), (ii) with n=1 (see, e. g., 2.2.1 (iv) of [G]). 
Thus K° is free. 
Both A and B are proved in [G] (B for arbitrary ic ; w) using very different 
techniques. However, the method of proof used in [G] also establishes, for 
example, the following result (first stated on p. 48 of [G]) which is not a 
consequence of Theorem 4.1: 
Proposition 4.3. If K is a quasivariety and every non-trivial member of K which is 
generated by a set of power -w, is K-free, then K is free. 
It is an open problem whether we can replace w, by w in this theorem. A 
related open problem is whether, for a quasivariety K with IpKI >w, the assump- 
tion that K is ºc-unique for some infinite K <IpKI implies that K is categorical in 
power > IpKI. 
When does a quasivariety categorical in power have two or more distinct 
representations? Put another way, when are the quasivarieties in Theorem 4.1.1. 
(i), (ii) polynomially equivalent? The answer is contained in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. For i=1,2 let a; be a skew field, 2t, an a, -module, M. a group, 
either a( -algebra of type 2 or empty, 1_n;, and 0 -_ ki -_ n;. 
(i) Aff (R(o"°), >2COo"°', ko) - Aff (a(i"d, 2C(Ii"d, t k) if no = ni, ko = ki, a and s2i o= o 
is isomorphic to a variant of ßt1. 
(ii) Per (CSo, lbo)° = Per (01i iB1)", if no = n1, Cio = Cil, and either Oo is isomor- 
phic to a variant of 01i or both are empty. 
(iii) Aff (ao 
, 
ö°), ko) * Per (ßiß> ý)",. 
We limit ourselves to a sketch of the proof of the non-trivial direction of (i). Let 
=,,, i be a polynomial equivalence between the two quasivarieties. Then each term 
4(v1, v2) of the first class corresponds to a term £(v,, v2) of the second class under 
=,, This induces a correspondence µHA of to which is in fact an 
isomorphism. 
Take 91. to be the R; "d-module of dimension one with universe ", F1. Because 
I()"°) = al, "O and 91 is, up to isomorphisms, the unique simple algebra in 
Mod we have 91o isomorphic to a variant of 91k. Thus 92 and 91I have 
isomorphic endomorphism rings. But it is known that the ring of endomorphisms 
of 91, is isomorphic to a; (see, e. g., Cohn [71], p. 2), so Ro a-,. 5 
5 The author is indebted to Professor George Bergman for calling these facts to his attention. 
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Now consider systems (pi: 1<i; m) of elements in aö"-) satisfying the follow- 
ing conditions: 
_, 
µi=1; 11J4 =µi#0, µ4µ; =0 
Ei" 
for 1s i, j-m and i4 j. (4.27) 
If (Y is the right R0-module of dimension no with universe "°F0, then g(nd can be 
considered the ring of endomorphisms of LY, and each system satisfying (4.27) 
induces a decomposition of CE into the direct sum of m non-trivial right go- 
modules. By the uniqueness of dimension, no is the largest value m can assume in 
(4.27). However, since o"ýý= (I", ), it is easily seen that there must be a system 
satisfying 4.27 with m=n,. Hence n1 -_ no. By symmetry, n, = no. 
Set n= no. By passing to a variant of 2I1 we may assume that ao = g,. The 
dimension K of 2I; as an go-module is characterizable as the maximum of the 
cardinalities of irredundant sets of generators of 2X; "', i. e. sets X of generators such 
that, for each xeX, X- {x} is no longer a set of generators of %(, nl. Using the 
polynomial equivalence -,,,, we can establish, as before, that 2I O is isomorphic to 
a variant of %(, "). It follows that K. =K1, and hence that W. L-2S 
Suppose that S, v, corresponds to vv, +a under =, x. Then S,. and v have the 
same matrix rank. Clearly VS., = Sk, by Theorem 1.1 (iii), so ko , k, (i. e. rank 
v --rank Sk). A symmetric argument shows that k, , ko. 
The details of the above, as well as the proofs of (ii) and (iii) are left to the 
reader. 
Csäkäny [75] was the first to investigate the polynomial equivalence of varieties 
of affine spaces (his work dates from 1973). He observed that for rings with unit, 
R and Cam, we have Aff (91) = Aff (c) iff 91s-- Cam. 
5. Palyutin's representation theorem 
In Palyutin [75] a somewhat different representation of universal Horn classes 
categorical in power is given. 6,7 (All references below are to the English transla- 
tion, which we abbreviate by [P]. ) Palyutin describes his various "standard 
quasivarieties" categorical in power by giving a set of axioms for each. (He does 
not give a full description of the models. ) We shall establish here the relevant 
6 Palyutin appears to have been aware of some of the work of Baldwin, Lachlan, and the author, but 
it is not clear to what extent this influenced his own work; see the reference in [P], p. 86, to 
Baldwin-Lachlan [73] and in Palyutin [73], English translation, p. 913, to Baldwin-Lachlan-McKenzie 
[72], which is opposite the author's announcement, Givant [72]. 
Palyutin's description of varieties categorical in power (see [P], Lemma 9.1, p. 106) is incorrectly 
formulated. Condition 3) should read: if X= (n, k, K, eb), then «=k. (Since Palyutin assumes K-k, his 
condition is =0 forces k=0. ) Consequently, the proof of his Corollary 2, p. 106, which is based on Lemma 9.1,3), contains an error. 
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polynomial equivalences between Palyutin's standard examples and those listed in 
Theorem 4.1.1 (i), (ii) above. Only one of these equivalences, the first, presents 
serious difficulties. In the process of deriving the equivalences we shall also obtain 
full model descriptions of his standard examples as certain polynomial reducts, 
Ks, of our standard examples K listed in Theorem 4.1.1 (i), (ii) (see (5.36), (5.43) 
and (5.49)). The use of Ks instead of K. is necessitated by Palyutin's definition of 
a quasivariety as the class of models of a set of quasi-identities (see Footnote 3); 
thus his standard examples contain all trivial structures (see preliminaries). When 
referring to the similarity type of one of Palyutin's quasivarieties we shall use his 
notation for its type, or "characteristic". 
We now fix a skew field a-, finite cardinals k and n with 0_k<n, a finite or 
infinite cardinal K ý_- k, and a vector space K over a of dimension Ila: k -- a< K}1. 
For e=0,1 let MM be the class of all structures of type (n, e, k, i<, ) which model 
Palyutin's axioms C1-C26 and, in case e=1, also C27-C29 (see [P], pp. 97-98). 8 
Theorem 5.1. Me = Afi (a("), W', n- (k + e)). 
Proof. We begin by defining several nxn matrices. In each case we specify only 
the non-zero entries. 
A* for AEF, has A in the (n, n)th place. (5.1) 
e,, j has 1 in the (i, j)th place. 
(5.2) 
P" has 1 in the (j, j)th place for j=k+1, ... ,n -1, and, 
in case e=0, it also has 1 in the (n, n)th place. (5.3) 
A(') for A= (A;, j) E F'"), has a,,; in the 
(i, j)th 
place for each i =1, ... , n. (Thus A and a(1) have (5.4) 
the same jth column). 
In addition we stipulate: 
a* for aeA, is the n-tuple of "A with a in the nth 
place (and 0 everywhere else). (5.5) 
'It should be pointed out that Cla is incorrectly formulated. It should read: rft(gl(y, x)) = 
s(x, r,, (y), y). Moreover, it seems that Palyutin's axiomatization as it stands is not quite adequate. For 
example, I see no way of deriving an equation which relates the additive identity to po. Thus it would 
seem that an axiom such as po(g1(y, x), y) =y or, more simply, pa(x, y) = y, must be added. Finally, 
Palyutin's axioms can be very much simplified. For example, in view of C151 C161 one can take, in place 
of 
C2: (g (Z, x), s(g1(z, y), S1(Z, u), z), z) = 
= s(s(S1(z, x), S1(z, y), Z), S1(z, u), z), 
the strong and simpler axiom 
3 (x, 3 (y, u, z), z) = s(s(x, y, z), u, z). 
Analogous remarks apply, e. g., to C, and C3 C9 as well, while C27 is a trivial consequence of C29. 
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By Theorem 1.3 it suffices to prove 
MM=Aff(a"), ca(n), p')'. (5.6) 
Set K= Mod (a("), %(")) and let (a.: k_a< K) be a basis for 21. We define a 
series of terms in 1(K). 
n-I 
£jnlUI_E1fv2-EZnv3_. (5.7) f= 1+E 
j1/ - 
81- (1-6n n)v, +En nv2. 
(5.8) 
gj =(I+ cj- I -En. n)v 
+(En. 
n -En. l 1)v2 
for j=2, 
... , 
n. (5.9) 
S= En 
nv, 
+En. 
nV2+[1- 
(En. 
n 
+ En. 
n)]v3. 
(5.10) 
PA =X*v, +(1-X*)v2 for AEF. (5.11) 
ra=v1+aä for k"a<K. (5.12) 
r+ = (1- En. i+1)v, for 0 --i < k. (5.13) 
o =(1-en, n)v1. 
(5.14) 
Let SS be the set of all terms defined in (5.7)-(5.13) when e=0 and (5.7)-(5.14) 
when e=1. Further, let Te be the set of terms v1+v2-v3, Xv, +(1-X)v2 for 
AE F{"', v, +a for aE "A, and p`v1. Thus K,, is nothing but Afi ( "', 9j(n), p` ) 
Ks. - KT (5.15) 
To prove this we shall use Theorem 0.1 in the case K=L. That every term of Se 
is equivalent in K to a term of T; follows at once from (5.7)-(5.14), Theorem 
1.1 (iii), and the definition of p`. To prove the other direction we define a series of 
terms in Se*. 
t, (v1, v2, v3) = 3(g)(v1, v3), 9)(v2, v3), v3) for j=2, ..., 
n. (5.16) 
S2(v1, v2, v3) = 91(f[U3, P-142, v3), 
... , 
P-1(t , 
v3)}, S(v1, v2, i03))" (5.17) 
S (vl. v2, tim+l) = $2(01, v2, Vm+, ) for m >- 2. (5.18) 
Sk+1(v1, 
""", 
vk+l, vm+l) = s2(Sk (U1, 
... , 
Oki vm+l), Vk+l, vm+l) 
for m, 2 and k=2,..., m-1. (5.19) 
tA/>(vl, v2) =f (PA.... (Si+ 1, v2), PY... 
(S)+1,02), 
... , PY. _1., 
(S1+1, U2)) l 
when j=1, ... ,n -1, (5.20) 
tn)(v1, U2) =f (PA..,, P,,.., 
for A= (A1, ß) E 
r"), where y,,, = A". j - A, "j. n (1) n) ý{ IA(til+ U2) - Sn('A ,"""+ I(A 1%2) for AE I'"). (5.21) 
wa(U1) = Sm(PAý(rai, U1)ß ... PA , 
(ýa.,, v1), v1) for aEA, 
where a= Ala., +"" +A ma, is the unique 
representation of a in terms of the basis 
vectors (a.: k, a<, c). (5.22) 
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xb(V1) = S"(le,.. (Wb,, 1%1)' ... , 
le... (wbo v1), v1) 
for b=(b1..... b")E"A. (5.23) 
y1(v1) =1e,.,.. (rr, v1) for i=0, ... ,k -1. 
(5.24) 
VI if k=e=0; 
z`(v1) 
Yo(Y1' ' '(Yk-1(vl))' ' ')) if k>0 and e=0; 
= 
o if k=0 and e=1; (5.25) 
Yo(Y1(' '(Yk-1(0))' ' ')) if k>0 and e=l. 
On the basis of (5.7)-(5.14) it is easy to verify that the following equations hold in 
K. 
tl - En, l-lU1+En. 1-1U2+[1-(En, l-1+En. 1-1)]v3. (5.26) 
s2 = v1 + U2- v3. (5.27) 
s- =v, +- " "+vk-(k-1)v, +1 for 
k=2,..., m. (5.28) 
ýý1> _ß(1)U1 1. (1- ý4>)U2 for AE F(n). (5.29) 
IA =Xv1+(1-X)v2 for AE F{"). (5.30) 
wa = v, + a* for aEA. (5.31) 
xb = vl+ b for bE "A. (5.32) 
yl (1-Et+l. l+Ovl for i=0, ... ,k -1. (5.33) 
z` = p`vl. (5.34) 
From (5.27), (5.30), (5.32) and (5.34) it follows that every term of Te is equivalent 
in K to a term of S. *. In view of Theorem 0.1 this establishes (5.15). 
We next show that 
Ký c Me. (5.35) 
The proof is a straightforward, but tedious, step-by-step verification that each of 
the axioms C1-C26 when e=0, and CI_C29 when e=1, holds in K;.. ' For 
example, C25 reads 
9 1(v1, r, wz)) = r, (9, +2(U19 U2)) for i=0, ... , 
k- 1. 
Thus we must check that 
ý1 r £n. nýU1+En, ný1ý 
£n, l+l) v2 = 
ý1-En, 
i+l)[(I+En, 1+1 -£n, n)Vl+ 
(£n, 
n -En, 1+1)023 
'See Footnote 8. 
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holds in K, and this reduces to verifying the simple matrix identities 
(1- En. i+1)\i 
} En. i+l - En, n) - 
1- En, n, 
En, nll- En, i+l)= 
(I- En i+1)(En n- En, i+l) = En, n - 
En, i+l" 
We leave the proof that the other axioms hold in Ks, to the reader. 
Mý =Kom. (5.36) 
This follows from (5.35), using (5.15) and the fact that MM is categorical in all 
powers >K+ to (see [P], pp. 98-99). Indeed if TE Me has power >K+ to simply 
choose aqE Ký of power 1131. By (5.35) and the categoricity of MM we have Z= V_. 
Since Ks, is closed under isomorphisms by (5.15) and Theorem 1.1 (i), we 
conclude that S8 E K%. If 1B in MM is non-trivial and of power _. c, then "iD is in K. 
by the above argument. Since 18 is embeddable in "0. We conclude again by 
(5.15) and Theorem 1.1(i) that Z is in KL. Because MM and K% have the same 
trivial structures, this completes the proof of (5.36). 
Together, (5.15) and (5.36) establish (5.6) and hence the theorem. 
In the next theorem 9, W, K. and n continue to be as above; but we now take 
k=1, and therefore do not mention it explicitly. Let N be the class of all 
structures of type (n, K, j5) which model Palyutin's axioms B1-B15. 
Theorem 5.2. Nx Mod ( ("', W(m))'. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1, so we limit 
ourselves to a sketch. By (2.1) in Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show 
N- Mod (a, %)n. (5.37) 
Set K= Mod (a, 21) and let (a.: 1_a< K) be a basis for 2C. Let S be the set of 
terms of Z(K) defined as follows. 
g =P, vl for i=1,..., n. (5.38) 
f= dv,... v,,. (5.39) 
+P =plot+plv2. (5.40) 
X= X(p, v, ) for each AEF. (5.41) 
c0=0 and ca=as for 1_a<K. (5.42) 
Proceeding as in Theorem 5.1, we prove (5.37) by showing 
KS=K and Ks = N. (5.43) 
The proof of the first part of (5.43) is based on Theorem 0.1 and uses, among 
other things, the validity of the following two equations in K: 
v1+v2= f (9l(vl)+P9l(v2), ... , 8n(vl)+vgn(v2)); (5.44) 
av1= f (kp(Si).... ,. XP(8n))" (5.45) 
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To obtain the second part of (5.43), just verify that axioms B1-B15 hold in Ks, so 
that Ks c N, and then imitate the proof of (5.36). 
Fix a group CAS = (G, ", ', 1) and let 9 be the set of all those sets E of subgroups 
(more correctly, subuniverses) of ßi which satisfy the following two conditions 
(given as a)-c) in [P], pp. 95-96): 
(a) if HE E and gEG-H, then gHg-' (the conjugate subgroup of H by g) is 
in E and is different from H; 
(b) if H, H' EE are distinct, then Hfl H' = {1}. 
Observe that 0EY. When I GI = 1, then {G} is the only other member of Y. 
When IGI> 1, then no E in 9 contains the trivial subgroup, by (a). 
For each non-empty E in 9', define a CAS-algebra ßi(E) = (E, g('(E'))gE0 by 
specifying g«(E)) (H) = gHg"' for each He E; define ß3(0) to be C. 
Theorem 5.3.21 is isomorphic to S"(E) for some EE9 iff 21 is empty or: 
(i) a 3-algebra of type 2 in which every element is a fixed point, when I GI > 1; 
(ii) a trivial ß3-algebra, when IGI = 1. 
Proof. Suppose E, in :P, is non-empty. An HE E is the fixed point of g-» if gE 
H, by (a). From this, using (a) and (b), one checks that 3(E) is as in (i) or (ii). 
Now assume that 2 is given as in (i) or (ii). For each aEA, let Ha be the subgroup 
of C3i leaving a fixed and set S(W) = {Ha :aE A}. Using the simple fact gHag-' = 
Hg ia one easily verifies that 9'(2t) E 9' and that the correspondence aH Ha 
gives an isomorphism of s2t onto f i(3(2I)). This proves Theorem 5.3. 
Theorem 5.4. If E, E' e9 are distinct, then (3(E) 0 ßS(E'). 
Indeed, if ßi(E) = Gi(E'), then E= E' because each H in E (or E') is completely 
determined by the g for which g«(EI) leaves H fixed. 
We can summarize Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 by saying that the correspondence 
Ey ei(E) essentially maps 9 one-one onto the set of isomorphism types of a(`) 
(see Section 3) where sf ranges over ßi-algebras of type 2 and C; in case IGI = 1, 
it is necessary to adjoin the type of the trivial Q3-algebra. 
Now for each ordinal ý let C* be the isomorphic image of W with universe 
Gx {4} which is induced by the mapping gH (g, 4). For each EE 92 and each 
finite or infinite cardinal ºc set 
NE, K) _U 03 U CAS(E). J <K 
Theorem 5.5. (i) For every 9i, either empty or a ßi-algebra of type 2, we have 
s? X C(E, K) for some EE9 and some K; in fact 
21 W&z`O"), m (2t)) 
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(ii) If 63(E, K)=ßi(E', K'), then E= E' and K= K', when IGI> 1; if J(E, K) 
t3(E, K'), then K= K', when 
I GI =1; (3(0, K) = CS({G}, K') iff K= K' W or K= 
K'+1<W, when IGA=1. 
Proof. (i) follows from Theorems 3.1 and 5.3, using a("" = 
(ii) is a consequence of Theorems 3.2,5.4, and the fact that, when IGt =1 and 
'A = WQG}, K'), we have a('" _C and m(2C) = K'+ 1. 
Thus, except in the trivial case, the isomorphism type of £ and of each 
(3-algebra of type 2 is completely determined by a unique Ee 5P and a unique 
cardinal oc. This clarifies the relationship between E, K in Palyutin's description of 
his "standard quasivarieties of type A" and 2I in our description of Per (CAS, 91). 
Now fix an EE9, a finite or infinite cardinal K, and an n. Let P be the class of 
structures of type (n, K, ßi, E) which model Palyutin's axioms A, -A,,,. 
Theorem 5.6. P= Per (06,135(E, K)). 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. Set 
K= Per (Csi, G(E, ic)) and 1E _ (1, t). Then (1E: t <ºc) is a free basis for 
U{<K ßS 
. Let S be the set of terms of 
Z(K) defined as follows: 
g; = p, v, for i =1, ... ,n and f= dv, "" "v,,; 
(5.46) 
hp = h(p, v, ) for each hEG; (5.47) 
cc =1, for ý<K and cf, =H for HEE. (5.48) 
Just as in Theorem 5.2 one now proves the theorem by showing 
K, -K and Ks = P. (5.49) 
The details are left to the reader. 
6. Historical remarks 
The author first raised the problem of describing (up to polynomial equival- 
ence) all quasivarieties categorical in power in 1971 while working on a related 
problem posed by Tarski (see [G], pp. 23-24,38-39, and 44 for relevant 
historical details). Earlier, Burris [71] had obtained a complete description of all 
varieties of unary algebras categorical in power: they are polynomially equivalent 
to either So or S,. Later, Fajtlowicz [72] announced a description of all varieties 
which are categorical in every (finite and infinite) power: again, they must be 
polynomially equivalent to So or S,. The author announced his description of the 
free quasivarieties (i. e. quasivarieties K in which all members are K-free) in 
Givant [72], and his description, up to a principal extension, of the quasivarieties 
categorical in power in Givant [731. 
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A simple consequence of this description is the theorem that a quasivariety K 
which is categorical in some infinite power %IpKj must be categorical in every 
infinite power greater than the cardinality of its smallest non-trivial member. This 
result was obtained independently by Palyutin [73] using different methods. The 
special case when I pKI =w had already been established in Abakumov-Palyutin- 
Taitslin-Shishmarev [72] and, independently, in Baldwin-Lachlan [73]. (Of course 
the well-known results of Morley and Shelah concerning elementary classes were 
obtained even earlier. ) 
The standard examples in Givant [73] of quasivarieties categorical in power all 
have the property that there is a strongly minimal formula for the infinite models. 
The first example of a universal Horn class categorical in power which does not 
have this property was constructed in Palyutin [73]. One can show that Palyutin's 
example is definitionally equivalent to Aff (8. ), where 82 is the field of integers 
modulo 2. In general, it is not hard to see that there will be a strongly minimal 
formula for the infinite members of Aff (a("), V), k) if k=0 or k=1; in this case 
S, v1= v, is one such formula. 
As was mentioned in the introduction, the author's full description of 
quasivarieties categorical in power, avoiding the passage to a principal extension, 
was announced (for varieties) in Givant [75] (submitted October 29,1974), and 
Palyutin's description in Palyutin [75] (submitted January 20,1975). 
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